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Transient Characteristics Observed in TRACY
Supercritical Experiments
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A series of supercritical experiments has been performed using the transient experiment
criticality facility, TRACY, and some transient characteristics of low-enriched uranyl nitrate
solution have been observed. The peak power and the number of fissions have been
measured with three types of reactivity insertion method. The data useftil for the evaluation
of criticality safety for reprocessing plants were obtained.
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1. Introduction SUS304L. It has a cylindrical shape with 50cm-
diameter and is placed in the center of the reactor

In order to investigate the criticality accident room as shown in Fig. 1. In the center of the core tank,
phenomena of solution fuel, an experiment program there is a guide tube with 76mm outer diameter for a
using the transient experiment criticality facility, transient rod, Tr-rod, as shown in Fig.2. Tr-rod
TRACY, has been conducted by Japan Atomic Energy contains B4C inside it and is used for reactivity
Research Institute. Since the first criticality was insertion. Reactivity is controlled by the level of fuel
achieved in 1995, more than 200 of the operations of solution or by the position of Tr-rod. The maximum
TRACY have been performed and many basic data for excess reactivity is 3 for any experiment. The fuel
low-enriched uranyl nitrate solution were obtained. solution is pumped into the tank from its bottom. A
Data such as power profile and the number of released number of neutron detectors are placed on the ceiling
fissions were measured under various experimental as shown in Fig.2. There are thermocouples and a
conditions. contact type level gauge inside the core tank and a

The obtained data are expected to be useful for the pressure gauge on the side wall of the core tank No
emergency planning for a reprocessing plant ' reflector was used during the series of experiments.
determining the action against an emergency situation
and te estimation of the fission yield released at a
criticality accident. The experiments using
highly-enriched uranium solution were also performed
with CRAC') and SILENE 2) reactors before, however,
there are little experimental data for low-enriched
uranium solution.

This paper presents the review of the preliminary
results of the TRACY experiments which were
recently published3-5). In the next section, the outline
of the experiment is explained. The main results are
presented in section 3.

2. Outline of TRACY Ex eriment

2.1 Facility
TRACY is a reactor which uses 10% enriched

uranyl nitrate aqueous solution as fuel. Its uranium
concentration was maintained to be in the range
between 350 and 450 gU/Lit. and acid molarity was in
the range between 0.5 and 1.0 mol/Lit. during the
series of experiments. The core tank is made of

Fig.1 TRACY core placed in the center of core room.
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2.2 Condition of Experiment about 40 to 65cm. In most cases, no external neutron
2.2.1 Method of Reactivity Insertion source was used. The initial temperature of solution

There are three methods of inserting reactivity. fuel was about 25'C.
(1) Pulse withdrawal mode In the experiments, the power, temperature, and

At the pulse withdrawal, PW, mode, Tr-rod was pressure were measured to observe the transient
withdrawn pneumatically in about 02 sec. The characteristics of aqueous uranyl nitrate solution
inserted reactivity was in the rage of 025$ to 296$. during the supercritical experiments.
The effect of the inserted reactivity on the transient
power behavior was mainly measured. 3. Results
(2)Ramp withdrawal mode

At the ramp withdrawal, RW, mode, the reactivity 3.1 Effect of Excess Reactivity on Peak Power
was inserted by withdrawal of the transient rod in a In the PW experiments, a sharp peak and following
constant speed using a motor drive system. The small oscillation appear in power profile after the
inserted reactivity was in the range of 1.5$ to 3, and insertion of more than I reactivity. Three typical
the rate of transient rod withdrawal was 6 to 875 cases are plotted in Fig.3. For each case, Tr-rod was
cm/min. In these experiments, the effect of the withdrawn at second. It is seen that a smaller
initial power level on the transient power behavior amount of excess reactivity gives a smaller and
was also measured as well as that of the reactivity broader peak in power profile. In the experiments,
insertion conditions (i.e. the amount and rate of the radiolytic gas voids, which causes negative feedback,
inserted reactivity). was observed 6) after the power peak. The cases of less
(3)Ramp feed mode than 1$ reactivity insertion are plotted in Fig.4. Much

At the ramp feed, R, mode, the reactivity insertion broader and smaller peaks are seen, however, the
was conducted by feeding fuel solution in a constant dependence of the peak power on the excess reactivity
feed rate into the core tank, while the transient rod is the same as the higher reactivity cases.
was being fully withdrawn from the core. The Peak power is plotted in Fig. as a function of
inserted reactivity was in the range of 0.5$ to 27$, excess reactivity for the PW and R experiments of
and the solution feed rate was 20 to 60 liter/min. In more than 1$ insertion. The average reactivity
these experiments, the effect of the reactivity insertion insertion rate is about 0.15$/sec for each case of the
conditions on the transient power behavior was RF experiments. It seems that the peak power is very
measured.

1.E+102.2.2 Other Parameters and Obtained Data
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Fig.2 Schematic view of TRACY core tank and Fig.4 Examples of power profiles for smaller
equipments. reactivity insertion.
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sensitive to the excess reactivity. As the excess Tr-rod depends on its position and is not constant
reactivity increases, the peak power increases in the through withdrawing, the reactivity insertion rate is
range of two decades for the PW experiments, while not constant. In the R experiment, reactivity is
the peak power keeps in the range of less than one inserted by pumping the solution ftiel into the tank at a
decade for the R experiments. This can be explained constant rate. Since the differential reactivity worth
as following; since the reactivity insertion rate for the depends on the solution level, the reactivity insertion
RF experiment is much smaller than that for the PW rate is not constant. In this paper, the average
experiment, the effective excess reactivity inserted reactivity insertion rate is considered, which is defined
until the first power peak is almost for most cases as the ratio of total excess reactivity to the time for its
except those cases for which the reactivity insertion insertion.
rate is extremely large or small. The extra reactivity The peak power is plotted as a function of average
beyond gives rise to the change of the power reactivity insertion rate in Fig.7. The excess reactivity
profile after the first peak. n Fig.6, the oscillation is between 1.8 and 3 for the RW experiments and
with large amplitude is seen in the power profile after between 16 and 27$ for the R experiments. The
the first peak for the case of 264$. It is clear that a initial power is I W for the RW experiments, while the
smaller amount of reactivity insertion gives smaller initial state is subcritical for the R experiments. It is
amplitude and longer period of oscillation. found that the achieved peak power increases with the

I.E+10 reactivity insertion rate. While the peak power is very
sensitive to the rate for the cases in the range between

PW
0.01 and 0.3$/sec, it is not so sensitive in the range
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2.64$ Fig.7 Peak power as a function of average reactivity
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1.E+06 3.3 Effect of Initial Power to Peak Power

In rough explanation, for the case of slow reactivity
no 1.E+05 insertion, the first peak of power profile is dominated

by temperature effect, in other words, the temperature
I.E+04

of the solution increases so that the feedback reactivity

I.E+03 balances to the inserted reactivity. Since the higher
0 20 40 60 80 initial power causes the faster release of the energy,

Time (sec) the power reaches a peak faster and the height of the

Fig.6 Examples of power profile for RF peak becomes lower. In Fig.8, the first peak power is
experiments. plotted as a function of initial power for the RW

experiments. The excess reactivity is 298$ and the
insertion rate is 0.7$/sec for each experiment. The

3.2 Effect of Reactivity Insertion Rate to Peak figure shows that a larger amount of initial power
Power gives a smaller peak power. Figure 9 shows the

The rate of reactivity insertion is one of the most examples of the power profiles of the experiments
important parameters for the RW and RF experiments, corresponding to those in Fig.g.

however, it is difficult to take into account the actual 3.4 Relation between Inverse Period and Peak
insertion rate. In the RW experiment, reactivity is Power

inserted by withdrawing the Tr-rod at a constant According to the Nordheirn-Fuchs mode 17-1), which
velocity. Since the differential reactivity worth of
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the analysis of the criticality accident of solution fuel.

1.E+03F
1 2 3 4 5 3.5 Total Number of Fissions

Time (see) The total number of fissions was measured for the

Fig.9 Examples of power profile for different initial PW experiments and is plotted as a function of excess
reactivity in Fig. I As shown in the figure, the

powers. number of fissions is proportional to excess reactivity.

is based on the one-point kinetics theory, for the case The number of fissions was measured also for the
of much greater than 1$ reactivity insertion, the RW experiments and is plotted as a function of
relation between the inverse period and the peak average reactivity insertion rate in Fig. 12. For the
power is expressed as follows; experiments plotted in the figure, the excess reactivity

is about 295$, the initial state is critical with the

np power of 1W. No trivial dependence is seen for the
2aK RW experiment.

where np denotes the peak power, �, prompt neutron Here, the total number of fissions includes the
life time, o, inverse period, a, reactivity temperature fissions released at the first power peak and the
coefficient, and K, reciprocal heat capacity. The N-F fissions released during the following power
model neglects the delayed neutron and the external oscillation until the reactor's shutdown. And the
neutron source, takes into account only the feedback duration time of the experiment is in the range of
of temperature as p po - xT, and uses adiabatic several hundreds seconds. Figure 13 shows the details
model: of the number of fissions for a PW experiment and an

RW experiment. About 298$ was inserted for both

dT Kn, (2) experiments. For the RW experiment, the initial state
dt was critical with the power of mW and the average

where n denotes the reactor power. Equation (1) reactivity insertion rate was 0.69$/sec. In Fig. 13, the
implies that the logarithm of np is related to the linear fissions released during the first power peak is
function of logo) with factor 2 dominant for the PW experiment. However, it is not

In Fig. IO, the peak power is plotted as a function of true for the RW experiments. Because the first peak
inverse period for the PW and RW experiments. The power is not sensitive to the inserted reactivity as seen
black circles show the results for the PW experiments in Fig.5, the energy released after the peak power

i becomes dominant for large reactivity insertion to
white triangles for the RW experiments and the solid balance the excess reactivity.
line shows the line of factor 2 The experimental The number of fissions released during the first
results show good agreement wth the line of factor 2 peak is plotted as a function of reactivity insertion rate
and that supports the applicability of the N-F model to
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in Fig. 14. As mentioned in the section 3 , the 01.0 ---
effective excess reactivity given until the power peak E0.5 - - -

is about I$ for most of the RW experiments and thus z0.0
the number of fissions released in the first peak is also 1.E-02 1 E-01 1.E+00

close to each other. This result is consistent with the Reactivity Insertion Rate Wsee)

result shown in Fig. I . Fig.14 Number of fission released during the

3.6 Effect of Structural Material in Core to Power first peak as a function of reactivity insertion
Profile rate for RW experiment.

Figure 15 shows the results of two experiments, for conditions in which Tr-rod withdrawn, Tr-UP, or
which only the difference is that there is a cluster of Tr-rod inserted, Tr-DO" . During the measurement,
thermocouples in the solution for one experiment. the core tank had been surrounded with an insulator to
Periodic oscillation is seen in power profile for the keep the solution temperature at the desired point. The
experiment without a cluster of thermocouples, while corresponding reactivity to each solution level was
no periodic change is seen for the experiment with it. estimated by the solution level difference method").

The result implies the possibility such that the Figure 16 shows the result. The black and white
structural material prevents the natural convection of circles show the critical solution level and reactivity
the solution and that can change the power profile. change for the condition of Tr-UP. The triangles are

3.7 Reactivity Temperature Coefficient for the Tr-DOWN. From the experiments, the
The reactivity temperature coefficient was also preliminary value of the temperature coefficient is -5.0

cent/'C for both conditions, while the calculated value
measured for the uranium concentration of 402.0 using SRAC code SySteM12) with JENDL-3.2 13) cross
gU/Lit. as follows; the solution which had been heated section library is - 4.7 cent/'C.
beforehand was pumped into the core tank, then the
critical solution level was measured for both
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criticality accident of solution fuel, however, it may be
I.E+08 needed that further understanding of the feed back

mechanism by solution temperature, radiolytic gas
I.E+07 with a cluster of thermorupi voids and convection flow of fuel solution.
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